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THE NATION MOURNS

After two world wars, the form of mourning has very much changed. Its external
expression has been shortened, lightened and, as it were, epitomized. The full solemnity
of the funeral of King George the Sixth, with its panoply of majesty coming almost as a

surprise to many of the younger generation, was unquestionably more than matched by
the sincerity which lay behind it. The whole Commonwealth was utterly united in
grief, as well as in sympathy.
A nation's feeling for its king is derived in part from the newspapers and public

reports of the external facade of the man, but still more from small things never mentioned
in the press. Many, in all walks of life, will remember the late King's friendliness at
his ' Duke of York's Camp ' every summer, the equality, and the care with which games
were chosen to rule out advantage. They will remember the sailor who did his duty at
Jutland; the young officer in hospital who had an operation, a gastro-enterostomy, for
dyspeptic symptoms; the reserved and shy young prince who made such a happy
marriage; the king presumptive who spent the evening before his coranation on his knees
alone in Westminster Abbey; the king who during the Battle of Britain practised with
a Sten gun in Buckingham Palace gardens in order to ' render a good account of myself
if they come,' or who stayed in London through the blitz and walked and talked freely
with his subjects amongst the bombed ruins; the king who bore illness and operations
bravely and who spoke cheerfully to his people on Christmas Day, seven weeks before
his death. We shall remember his speech.
We shall remember the high regard in which he was held by those who knew him,

whether Sandringham tenants or Heads of State; we shall remember Mr. Churchill's
speech with its skilful blending of anecdote, of sympathy and of homage. For sheer
poignancy, we shall remember the small posy of snowdrops 'with love, from five Ber-
mondsey children' lying on the grass at Windsor in equal hopout amongst magnificent
wreaths from all parts of the world. Which shall the king honour first?
We think gratefully of the happy incidents in the last week of the King's life; of the

acclamation with which he was received at the theatre at Drury Lane on the eve of his
daughter's departure for overseas, an ovation which left a deep impression on both sides
of the curtain; and, finally, of the happy and successful day's shooting on his last day.

All these are now to be treasures of the past; we are privileged to add them to the
tradition of our race. No whit less proudly shall we hand on to our children the story
of the very gallant courage of the Queen Mother and of Queen Mary.

In grateful humility, therefore, but with high resolve we turn to the future, to our
second Elizabethan era, of happy augury, with the words which have thrilled our fathers:
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